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Editor:
Perhaps I read the story (the four part article “Quest for the Stones,” which

culminated in the July/August issue of Paper Money) wrong; but, I was under the
impression that the story of the Crosland brothers and lithographic stones they liber-
ated was actually part of the exodus from Anderson, SC.  After reading the
Confederate Veteran article by W. F. Spurlin, Camden, Ala. that Editor Fred Reed
sent I have a different take on the events and a few questions come to mind.

W. F. Spurlin mentions the last days of the Treasury Note Bureau at
Columbia, S. C., and he makes the generally accepted statement that “when
Sherman’s army approached that city it was thought advisable to take the remains of
the last issue of Confederate money to prevent its falling into the hands of the
invaders.” 

Captain S. G. Jamison made the decision to remove as much of the equip-
ment, supplies and printed notes from the city as possible.  We also know that
Edward Keatinge didn’t do much to help, and that several train cars loaded with
materials never made it out of the station and were pillaged by people in Columbia.
A car was burned perhaps on purpose or by accident likely before the Yankees
arrived to pillage the city.  We know that what was saved was sent up the road some
50 miles and eventually made it to Anderson, SC where more notes were ultimately
printed, signed and perhaps disbursed.

It is almost as if Mr. Spurlin places the Crosland brothers and Captain
Sprague in the role of brigand by stating the two brothers and the Captain “formed a
partnership.”  At the very least these men seem to have seized an opportunity to
escape during the chaos that reigned in the last hours of Columbia before the
Yankees arrived.  Their relationship doesn’t seem to be one of private soldier, officer
and government employee acting in concert by official capacity with that statement.
Add to it his comment that J. H. Crosland “beat the Treasurer signing his own name,
but no attention was paid at this time to signatures.” In the recounting of the subse-
quent brawl and shooting death of J. H. Crosland, W. F. Spurlin gives us a mater of
fact account on how some men reacted during the last days of the Confederacy.  

We already knew that J. H. Crosland was an employee of the Treasury Note
Bureau from previous research.  Mr. Spurlin gives his account which supports our
research.  He was, like all able bodied Treasury employees, exempted from Military
service except as necessary for local defense.  It seems to me that he would have been
detailed to help with the removal of materials and equipment in Columbia before the
Yankees arrived.  With this activity taking place prior to the imminent arrival of Old
Union troops. he most likely wasn’t assigned to take his place at the fortifications
around the city.  

W. A. Crosland is found on the Confederate rolls as Private, Co. B, 19th
Battalion, South Carolina Cavalry.  The 19th Cavalry Battalion wasn’t formed until
January 1865 with the consolidation of five independent cavalry companies.  This
unit served in the Department of South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, and is said to
have skirmished in various conflicts in South Carolina.  The Park Service says that
the unit was active in the North Carolina Campaign and later surrendered with the
Army of Tennessee.  The commander of the unit was a Lieutenant Colonel William
L. Trenholm.  

I wondered if Colonel Trenholm might have been kin to Secretary of the
Treasury George A. Trenholm.  I searched Thian’s correspondence compilation and
found that he was the son of George Trenholm.  There is a letter from W. L.
Trenholm to C. G. Memminger dated February 28, 1861.  He wrote a letter
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announcing his visit to Montgomery and his intention to introduce another man to
the Treasury Secretary.  The letter concerns the formation of a line of steamers to run
between Charleston and Liverpool.  He wrote, “The pertinence of such an enterprise
to the future political condition of this country suggested the propriety of some com-
munication between the parties engaged in it and the Government, and, in obedience
to the wishes of my father and other citizens whose judgment is entitled to the utmost
respect.”  Was this unit part of the troops assigned to the evacuation and protection
of the men, women, equipment and supplies of the Treasury Note Bureau?  With the
final destination of the Treasury Note Bureau Anderson, S. C., a location likely decid-
ed on by Treasury Secretary Trenholm where his family and business held financial
interest, most likely Trenholm’s son, Lt. Colonel W. L. Trenholm was part of the
escort to that location.   

There are only two Spragues listed on the Park Service rolls with rank of
Captain.  There is a J. Kemp Sprague who was Captain of the 1st Missouri Infantry.
His unit wasn’t anywhere near Columbia S. C. near the end of the War.  His unit par-
ticipated in the Battle of Allatoona which was part of Hood’s Franklin-Nashville
Campaign October 1864, and they likely would have retreated with Hood’s forces to
Tupelo, Mississippi where Hood resigned his command in January 1865.  They had
participated in the defense of Mobile but that was earlier in the year during August
1864 and prior to that the Battle of Atlanta in July 1864.  Could this Captain
Sprague have become separated and gone east to Columbia?  It is possible I suppose,
but not likely that this man would have left his friends and set out alone unless he
had been injured and sent in that direction to recover from wounds.  If that were the
case it would be logical for him to head west with the Crosland brothers as their
direction was toward home even for him.

There is also a Captain Fred H. Sprague ACS 5th North Carolina Infantry.
That unit ceased to exist as an effective fighting unit after it lost more than half of the
473 men who took the field at Gettysburg in 1863.  The unit was also present at the
Battle of Mine Run in Virginia November 27–December 2nd, 1863.  This was the last
action between Union and Confederate forces for that year.  There is no information
available for 1864 or 1865 other than the fact that when the unit surrendered there
were only 7 officers and 76 men and of those only 48 were armed.  Fred N. Sprague is
also listed on the General and Staff Officer rolls as Acting Commissary.  I believe
these to be the same man as the initials H and N are easily confused when trying to
transcribe period handwriting and sometimes even printing.  It is quite possible that
Captain Sprague was no longer attached to a specific unit and/or had been detailed
by the War Department to serve in or around Columbia with supply logistics.      

Did W. A. Crosland and his brother J. H. Crosland use the Treasury Note
Bureau evacuating Columbia as a way to make good their own escape?  Could they
have hatched a plan to head home instead of traveling with the rest of the men and
women of the Note Bureau out of Columbia and eventually on to Anderson?  W. F.
Spurlin says “The two Crosland brothers, with their partner Sprague, made their way
through the country from Columbia to Camden, Ala., buying anything that their
Confederate money (unsigned) would buy.”  Was Captain Fred H. Sprague a willing
party to their plan or had he become an unsuspecting participant in the beginning?
Spurlin went on to say “Soon after their arrival in Camden, the home of the Crosland
brothers, a disagreement occurred on the question of dividing spoils, which was fol-
lowed by a general fight between the three partners.”  Clearly Spurlin suggests that
Sprague was complicit in their activities.  The fight he states was over who would take
custody of “an iron-gray mare” which he stated “was the bone of contention” and
that the horse was a “fine animal.”

I believe these men hatched a plan to escape Sherman’s soldiers who
approached Columbia from the south, southeast and perhaps east.  Sprague couldn’t
head back to North Carolina as Yankees were pressing down through Virginia and
other Yankee cavalry were spread throughout the countryside between Columbia and
home.  An employee of the Treasury Note Bureau driving a wagon in custody of
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notes, printing stones and pieces of a printing press wouldn’t be questioned given the
circumstances of their departure.  That he was accompanied by a cavalry soldier for
protection and an officer of the Commissary of Subsistence would lend even more
credence to their story.  None of these men would be suspected of shirking their duty
to Country and State.

Going back to the first paragraph Mr. Spurlin states emphatically that the
vignette on the T68 1864 $10 “was designed to represent Captain Bragg’s battery
while in Mexico when ordered to ‘give them a little more grape,’ Crosland being a rel-
ative and admirer of Captain (General) Bragg.”  It was stated in the article that the
caps on the heads of the men in the drawing more closely resemble the Confederate
kepi than the caps worn during the Mexican War.  It wasn’t at all unusual to change
some small detail of a drawing, picture, painting or sculpture when creating an
engraving to be used as a vignette for notes.

Going back to the third paragraph Mr. Spurlin says that “three lithographic
stones on which the last impression was made” were taken from Columbia and this
gives me pause.  We have been searching for evidence of the existence of full size
printing stones.  Many have assumed that only the $20 to $1 notes were printed eight
subjects to a sheet using lithographic stones as printing plates; but, I have found evi-
dence that the backs of $100s and $50s and all the tint plates were printed litho-
graphic in 1862 and most likely all the way through the end of the War.  In fact many

if not most of the $20s attributed to Keatinge & Ball (T51) were printed by the
Scotchmen by lithography and not from metal plates by K&B.  The 1864 $500, $100
and $50 were printed four to a sheet and most likely from metal (copper) plates.  But,
it is very possible that some of the final emissions from Anderson which would have
included $100s and $50s were printed using transfers from metal plate to lithograph-
ic stone.  We know for a fact that Edward Keatinge had most if not all of the metal
plate presses in his shop and the only items S. G. Jamison was able to get from that
shop were some plates and dies.

The fifth paragraph at right above Mr. Spurlin’s image says, “As to the final
disposition of the remaining unsigned Confederate bills, the lithographic stones, and
the piece of press, all must have been destroyed, as the residence formerly occupied by
the Crosland family was burned some years ago.”   This statement forced me to
relook at the third paragraph.  I thought it said part of three presses, but it actually
says “with part of one of the three presses.”  There were no presses taken from
Keatinge & Ball’s shop.  There were quite a few presses taken from the Government
shop of Evan’s & Cogswell and there were probably more presses in the building that
had been run by the Scotchmen, although likely all of those as well as all of the equip-
ment once owned by Colonel Duncan were now part of the Treasury Note Bureau.
Why was there a comment about three presses?  Did he mean three presses for three
stone plates the men had in their possession?  Whose shop were those three presses
originally located?  How is it that the men only loaded part of one of those three
presses?  I guess this is another mystery for which no answer will be found.

Just under the image of Mr. Spurlin he continues, “The three lithographic
stones, each slightly larger than an ordinary brick, are still in possession of the

‘We have assumed that only the $20 to $1 notes were printed eight
subjects to a sheet using lithographic stones as printing plates; but, I
have found evidence that the backs of $100s and $50s and all the
tint plates were printed lithographic in 1862 and most likely all the
way through the end of the War.’ 
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Crosland family, as I learned recently from Dr. J. H. Crosland, of Montgomery, Ala,
a son of W. A. Crosland, now dead.”  This sentence directly contradicts the previous
sentence where he said “all must have been destroyed.”  Still another statement in the
above sentence contradicts what we have assumed or I assumed was the size of litho-
graphic stones.  Full size printing stones weigh in at 135 plus or minus pounds and
are roughly 20” X 30” X 4” in dimension.  Here he states the three stones were each
slightly larger than an ordinary brick.  I have quite a few old brinks that are over 150
years old.  They came from the chimney at our family’s ‘Home Place’ in Mississippi.
My father, his father and his grandfather were brick masons and the family owned
two brick manufacturing plants.  Those bricks, standard for the time, were roughly
81⁄2” x 4” x 21⁄2”.  The so-called lithographic stones of this story could not be the stones
we have been searching for.  They could not have been used to print any notes much
less the final emissions of the Confederacy at Columbia or even at Anderson.  Mr.
Spurlin says his recollection is “that the denominations were $100, $50, and $5.”
What I believe Mr. Spurlin saw were not printing stones but must have been either
complete design Master Stones or Transfer Stones.  

I stated early in the article that I had seen three intact lithographic stones.
The smallest of the three was roughly 10” x 10” and it was a Transfer Stone because
all the text and design parts were positive.  The largest stone which was closer to 20”
x 30” x 4” was a Master Stone where all the design parts including text were negative.
The other stone was a printing stone with a complete page of text and it was a nega-
tive image.  Mr. Spurlin describes a stone that would have held only one complete
design of a note which would be roughly 71⁄2” x 31⁄2” and would center well on an 81⁄2” x
4” surface.

Mr. Spurlin continues stating “I had those three stones in my possession for

several months with other exhibits at the Columbian Exposition, Chicago.”  I believe
this statement is your proof that W. F. Spurlin was some sort of official and present
for most if not all of the World Fair which was open to the public for six months
from May 1st through October 30th, 1893.  Mr. Spurlin is quoting a recollection
with that statement.  The date of this Confederate Veteran article is December 1913.
Just prior he gave a statement of new information when he said the three stones “are
still in possession of the Crosland family, as I learned recently from Dr. J. H.
Crosland, of Montgomery.”   Clearly the stones were not left in Chicago and were
returned to the family that loaned them for the exhibit.  If there are Crosland family
members still in or around the Montgomery area, I believe it is likely someone in the
family still has one or all of those stones!

Clearly W. F. Spurlin is recounting hearsay passed on to him by members of
the Crosland family as well as his own War experiences.  He says, “At the time of the
surrender I was fifty or sixty miles east of Columbia, S. C., with a few members of
Company F, 53rd Alabama Cavalry, the command being disorganized and scattered.”
He went on to say that “we went by way of Columbia to Augusta, Ga., where we were
honorably discharged and paroled about the 10th or 15th of May, 1865.”  W. F.
Spurlin was Private Co. F, 53rd Alabama Partisan Rangers.  His unit had participated
in the Battle of Atlanta and the Defense of Savannah and lastly the Carolina
Campaign in 1865.  Mr. Spurlin was well aware of the hardships encountered by sol-

Old men may forget or leave out general details of events in the past
but certain facts are retained and never forgotten.  The detail
about the size of the stones is a key piece to this puzzle.  Those small
stones could not have been printing stones; but, they could have
been Master or Transfer stones. 
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diers and of the mindset of the men around him.  He also recounts hearsay regarding
the fight between Captain Sprague and the Crosland brothers and subsequent death
of W. A. Crosland that he probably garnered from conversation with members of
both the Caldwell and Crosland families.  Who was right and who was wrong isn’t
speculated upon.  He only lets us know, “This deplorable tragedy ended the contest.
Young Caldwell was never arrested.  This was in the beginning of those awful
Reconstruction times.”   

Old men may forget or leave out general details of events in the past but cer-
tain facts are retained and never forgotten.  The detail about the size of the stones is a
key piece to this puzzle.  Those small stones could not have been printing stones; but,
they could have been Master or Transfer stones.  Whether the three men this story
refers to left Columbia and headed directly for Camden, Alabama is without question
unknown.  It is entirely possible that they traveled the 50 miles north of Columbia
and remained there for a couple of weeks and eventually ended up in Anderson.
From there they traveled on to Camden, Alabama prior to or during the raid on that
city May 2nd, 1865.  However, Mr. Spurlin seems fairly certain the men left
Columbia eventually reaching Camden where they argued over the “spoils” they
obtained by issuance of “their Confederate money.”  He makes a point of stating the
money was unsigned in one sentence; but, he also makes the statement that W. A.
Crosland was proficient at writing so is he presenting all the facts and letting the
reader decide if there was intent to defraud by the three men.  It seems to me that he
is when he states “a disagreement occurred on the question of dividing spoils.”  

There is lost treasure of physical objects as well has historical anecdote.  We
have had the pleasure to speculate on both with Tom Carson’s discovery of the bro-
ken stone he brought to Memphis June 2010.  Do all of these parts fit together?
Maybe and maybe not; but, without question, all these parts have something to do
with Tom’s “Quest for the Stone.”  It just might not be the same stone from the same
time and place in the history of the Final Days of the Confederate Treasury Note
Bureau!        

Thanks for sending this article Fred and for publishing the parts of Tom’s
“Quest for the Stones!”  Thank you too Tom for allowing me to be part of this pro-
ject along with you, George and all the others who helped put this project together.

-- Best Regards, Col. Crutch Williams

Keep up the quest. Find the stones. I am not a Confederate Collector and
was just starting a quest to find history.  I have communicated with the family and
they have not heard of the stones.  WA became a prominent architect and developer
in Montgomery. JH (WA’s son) was a dentist (past president of Alabama Dental
Association) in Montgomery.  In 1906 there as an article in New York Times that JH
had seriously shot a Cpt. Wiley, son of Congressman Wiley. Hank found that JH and
sister Nan had never married and lived together. WA died before the Spurlin article
and Nan moved back to Camden from Montgomery. Nan got all of JH’s estate. When
she died she gave her estate to her remaining brothers WA and Tunstal. I have talked
to the grandson of one brother. I get the feeling there may have been a family embar-
rassment. The family was prominent in Montgomery, but all left Montgomery.
According to the Grandson (Bill), he had never heard of the stones.  The other grand-
son is sorta of the family historian according to Bill, but he will not communicate.
You would think the stones would have been prominent family information. Spurlin
was a jeweler in Camden. Nan had moved back to Camden by the time of the Spurlin
article. He would have had direct access to the family.

I have communicated with a lot of “historians” in Camden. No one knew
about the stones.  Anyone out there, have at it. My quest has ended without finding
the stones. Hopefully someone will.

-- Tom Carson                                           �

‘Quest’ author Tom Carson replies . . .
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